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Abstract. The sharing economy business models enabled by digital platforms are shifting the
landscape  of  economic  growth  and  nature  of  employment  globally.  This  study  focuses  on
digital travel industry of Pakistan and aims to explore the social and economic implications of
sharing economy platforms. Drawing on the concepts of social inclusion/exclusion from ICT
and IS literature, we examine the potential participation of digital platforms in social inclusion/
exclusion of the society. We adopted an interpretive and qualitative research design. The data
was  collected  through informal  talks,  observations  and  semi-structured  interviews.  For  our
research study, we selected two online ride-hailing companies operational in Pakistan, Uber and
Careem.  The  study  shows social  impacts  of  sharing  economy digital-platforms  to  enhance
culture of trust,  family confidence and women empowerment.  It  highlights the inclusion of
unemployed  groups  through  self-entrepreneurship  that  improve  economic  activities  in  the
society. The study also identifies few contradictions and potential challenges that support social
exclusion  due  to  technology,  such  as  biased  gendered  contribution  in  economic  activities,
generation/age constraints in usability and accessibility issues based on geographic locations.
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1. Introduction

The  recent  decade  witnesses  a  massive  emergence  of  digital  platform  based
businesses that have become household names in short span of time, such as Uber,
Airbnb,  Lyft,  YouTube and  Upwork.  These  platform based  digital  businesses  are
rooted in the concept of collaborative consumption enabled by “activities of sharing,
exchanging  and  rental  of  resources  without  owning  the  goods”  [26,  pp.  143].  In
management literature, different labels exist for the phenomenon of using and sharing
of product and services (e.g. gig economy, collaborative consumption, peer-to- peer
economy, sharing economy). The term “sharing economy”, coined in 2008, captures
the whole ecosystem including economic  and  market  arrangements  related  to  this
collaborative consumption phenomenon [26, 34, 37]. The sharing economy is defined
as collaborative economy and collaborative consumption to exchange underused or
unwanted assets for income generation  [5]. The phenomenon of resource sharing is
not new to our society. Humans are accustomed to sharing extra resources, such as
room,  time,  vehicles,  and  other  consumable  goods  with  people  they  know  (e.g.
relatives,  friends,  and  neighbours).  However,  the  business  model  of  “sharing
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economy” extends the resource sharing to strangers to generate income. The resource
sharing perspective does not only optimise the use of resources by utilising the idle
resources but also enhances social and economic activities in the society, particularly
in developing countries, where resources are not easily accessible and affordable to
everyone.  This  study  explores  the  potential  social  and  economic  implications  of
sharing  economy  in  developing  countries.  It  also  examines  how  online  digital
platforms affect social inclusion/exclusion in the society.  
Unlike  traditional  markets  that  are  based  on  owing  goods,  sharing  economy
emphasises  on  social  value  in  parallel  with  financial  value  to  build  stronger
communities  through  resource  sharing.  It  has  emerged  from  niches  to  profitable
markets  and attracted  millions of  users  and business investment  [30].  The sharing
economy sector is estimated to generate revenue of approximately $335 billion by
2025 [35]. This tremendous growth potential of sharing economy sector may pose a
serious threat to traditional industries, especially retail, hospitality, technology, media,
entertainment, and travel [20]. 
Sharing  economy has  already  attracted  management  scholars’  attention.  However,
because of an emerging domain, the research is still in infancy. Responding to the
research need to strengthen the theoretical understanding of this emerging research
area, we study a sharing economy phenomenon in travel industry of Pakistan. In this
article, we aim to explore: 

1- How online ride-hailing companies are transforming the existing social and
economic structures? and 

2- How can  sharing economy contribute in  social  inclusion/exclusion in  the
society? 

To  find  answers  to  these  research  questions,  we  conducted  an  interpretive  and
qualitative  field  study  in  Pakistan  from  February  to  September,  2018.  For  data
collection, we selected two online ride-hailing platform based companies operational
in Pakistan: Uber and Careem. We consulted ICT and information systems literature
of social inclusion/exclusion that guided our research enquiry [48, 49, 50]. The article
identifies that technology-enabled sharing economy platforms may act as catalyst to
change  the  social  and  economic  dynamics  of  the  society  by  supporting  social
inclusion of the disadvantaged groups e.g. unemployed, women, low income group
and socially isolated. It also explores the other side of the coin and provides counter
arguments to highlight barriers that sharing economy  may bring to increase social
exclusion based on gender, age, and geographic location [3].

2. Literature Review

2.1 Sharing Economy and its Societal Implications

Along with enormous potential to transform traditional industries, sharing economy
provides  social  and  economic  benefits  to  individuals  and  societies  through  its
advanced  digital  technologies,  convenience  model,  cost  saving,  environmental
sustainability, new consumption patterns and social interaction  [18, 24]. It  enables
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higher levels  of  economic  activities  by creating  markets  that  support  exchange of
goods and  services  and open opportunities  for  maximum utilization  of  assets  and
skills  [4].  The  sharing  economy  supports  crowd-based  networks  that  encourage
supply of labour from decentralized individuals’ crowd rather than corporations [37,
46]. The sharing of resources is enabled via community based online platforms that
facilitate the interaction between producers and consumers. These online platforms
also  provide  trust  mechanisms  that  are  enabled  through  screening  of  individuals,
feedback loops and secure payment options [5, 12, 17]. The platforms define polices
and governance rules; thus, act as regulatory bodies to ensure smooth transaction of
exchange through the platform. In return,  these digital  platforms keep slice of the
financial transaction of each successful exchange[33].
The existing research studies attempt to explore the opportunities and challenges that
sharing  economy  offer  to  the  society  [16].  The  economic  impacts  of  sharing
economies  have  been  discussed  in  literature  as  cost  saving  through  utility
maximization behaviour by providing short-term access to resources that stand idle
otherwise [17, 25, 31]. The sharing economy platforms attract users’ participation by
providing  lower  price  services  as  compared  to  their  traditional  counterpart.  The
studies discuss the relationship between economic advantage and number of users on
the platform [17]. The significant reasons of users’ participation in sharing economy
are availability, convenience, monetary savings and expanded mobility  [4, 17]. The
literature has been classified into two streams: individual level studies that identify
the intrinsic and extrinsic benefits of the users’ participation; and organizational level
studies  related  to  reduced  transaction  costs  [18].  However,  there  is  a  paucity  of
research at societal level [11]. The limited societal level studies claimed that sharing
economy has become necessity for society as it allows community interaction, diverse
choices and social connections [19, 29]. 
The social impacts of sharing economy are under explored in the existing literature.
The literature calls for future research in this field  [24]. Scholars are interested in
examining  innovations and  entrepreneurial  aspects  of  sharing  economy leading  to
sustainable environment [9, 22, 45]. The sharing economy has potential to empower
the  society  through  micro-entrepreneurs.  It  has  blurred  the  boundary  of  full-time
employment and casual labour. The flexible work hours for suppliers, and detachment
with  a  single  organization  is  considered  healthier  for  the  society  by  letting  the
individuals to opt for multiple options of work according to their preference [21, 28].
However, these arrangements cannot offer employment benefits such as pension and
health insurance. Absence of employment benefits  and employees’ rights lead to a
major  criticism  of  exploitation  on  sharing  economy  [36].  The  non-provision  of
minimum wages is another concern of the sharing economy critics [14]. Although the
scholars have highlighted the potential risks that may come with innovation of sharing
economy, the available limited studies emphasise that gains/opportunities are greater
than the potential drawbacks  [27]. Further studies are still  required to examine the
social  and  economic  implications  of  sharing  economy  digital  platforms.  This  is
because the sharing economy trend is though burgeoning; the research is in the early
stages of research. The literature is limited and fragmented, which points the need of
further research studies for theory building [7].
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2.2 Information Systems and Social Inclusion/Exclusion

Social inclusion is a concept related to reducing inequalities and deprivation between
the disadvantage groups and rest of the society by providing support and services to
close the opportunity gap. It operates at multiple levels including, individual, groups,
communities, organizations and society  [1, 15, 48]. Social inclusion and exclusions
are  multidimensional  and  complex  concepts.  The  general  understanding  consider
social  inclusion as good and exclusion as bad thing  [44]. The concepts have been
developing from multiple academic  disciplines  and professional  practices  such as,
sociology,  political  science,  economics,  social  justices,  psychology,  law,  and
rehabilitation. It is a multifaceted concept and its assessment is mostly subjective and
context dependent  [48, 53]. The social structures where actors exist should also be
considered while exploring social inclusion. The initial concept of social exclusion
was associated with poverty and lack of income that cause economic inequality in the
society. However, the continuous theoretical development has expanded the concept
by incorporating multiple capability perspectives such as, economic, social, cultural
and political [38, 39]. Thus, the term social exclusion includes an absence of any of
the wide range of social, economic, cultural, symbolic, and personal capital [32]. 
The process of social inclusion/exclusion shifts different trajectory over time and is
dependent on education, business practices, social prejudice, policies and geographic
characteristics. Information technology plays its part to improve social inclusion of
the  disadvantage  communities,  where  people  can  be  engaged  with  the  help  of
technology  to  address  social  exclusion  [10,  50,  51].  However,  many  IS  scholars
criticize  the idea  that  ICT helps  in  social  inclusion and  argue  that  in  developing
countries ICT contributes to further social marginalization and exclusion [3, 47]. The
studies highlight  new aspects of social exclusion that have emerged due to access to
the technology, lack of skills,  fear  to use the technology and absence of personal
motivation/interest [8, 23].
Few studies point out the existence of gender and generation differences while using
technologies.  Adams and Fitch [1] identify the possibilities of slight bias in using
mobile  technologies  for  female  and  old  generation.  It  has  been  discussed  in  the
literature that provision of technology is not solely sufficient to achieve the social
inclusion through ICT[53]. Although the inclusion activities are more prominent in
technology dominated societies, there is a need for more studies to examine social
inclusion in conventional societies as  the institutional  change may be observed in
traditional  treatment  of  gender.  The  challenges  of  demographic  and  geographic
disparities are also discussed in ICT research.  The large population living in rural
areas may not be able to access the technology that results in digital exclusion. The IS
research is focused on  two extremes: ICT is either portrayed as a tool of great social
inclusion or exacerbating digital exclusion [48, 50].

3. Methodology

We adopted a qualitative case study approach to examine the sharing economy digital
platforms of travel  industry in Pakistan  [42]. The qualitative research methods are
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suitable for in-depth investigation of the phenomenon and to explore the answers of
‘how’ questions for theory building [13]. We selected two platform-based ride hailing
companies operating in Pakistan, ‘Uber’ and ‘Careem’, for our data collection. Both
Uber and Careem are sharing economy business that use on-line booking platform to
connect passengers to local drivers using their personal, non-commercial vehicles [2,
52]. Uber was officially launched in Pakistan in early 2016, whereas Careem started
its operations in early 2015. Careem had captured the market share in Pakistan before
Uber came. While Careem is trying to maintain its image as a reliable and quality
transport service provider, Uber focuses on cost leadership by lowering its fare to the
minimal.
The  data  was  collected  through  informal  chats,  observation  and  semi-structured
interviews  with cab drivers,  customers  and  employees  of  both companies  [6].  To
obtain  the  holistic  understating  of  ground  realities,  the  informal  conversations  of
various lengths were initiated by project team with random drivers during numerous
rides taken in routine over a period of more than six months (February to September
2018).  We  also  consulted  secondary  data,  available  on  internet,  in  the  form  of
newspaper articles and press releases. Altogether 34 semi-structured interviews were
conducted  from  company  employees  (4  interviews  –  1  female  and  three  males),
customers  (14 – 8 females  and  6 males)  and  drivers  (16  interviews  – all  males).
Except three interviews, all interviews were conducted in Urdu language, which were
later transcribed and translated into English. The transcripts were read multiple times
for  thematic  analysis  [40].  The  concepts  of  ICT  and  social  inclusion/exclusions
helped  us  to  make  sense  of  the  data.  The  themes  were  finalized  after  extensive
discussions within the project team.

4. Findings

In the sections to follow we present the results and analysis of our field data grouped
in relation to the focus of this article, which is to explore the social and economic
implications of sharing economy digital platforms in Pakistan.
4.1 Social  Implications:  Culture  of  Trust,  Family  Confidence  and  Women

Empowerment

Pakistan has a collectivist culture. Family has a central place in the Pakistani society.
The  men  are  expected  to  be  in  the  breadwinning  role,  and  women  are  the
homemakers. The social fabric is built and sustained around the notions of honour and
izzat. The women are considered to be the izzat of the family on whom the male honor
depends. Generally, the women were not allowed to traverse the public sphere alone.
Though, this notion has changed in the cities and a burgeoning number of women are
working in the public sphere as well. However, the public transport has remained a
huge  problem.  The  bus  system  in  Pakistan  was  not  very  safe,  comfortable  and
efficient  until recently. The local cabs have always been considered unsafe for the
women and especially young girls to travel alone.
In the present project from which this article has emerged, a substantial number of
respondents explained the presence of ride-hailing digital platforms in Pakistan as a
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‘blessing in disguise’. With the emergence of sharing economy in the travel sector,
the  development  of  culture  of  trust along  the  gendered  lines  has  paved  way  for
business  platforms  to  flourish.  As  explained  by  the  respondents: ‘it  was  not
acceptable for families to allow girls to travel alone. But now the families trust the
Careem and Uber and they have accepted these for usage by women of the family.’(R
17, Student)
A number of factors, however, contributed towards this development of trust culture
by  the  families.  Firstly,  there  are  instances  in  which  a  male  family  member
experienced  these  services  and  developed  trust  after  establishing  a  positive
experience.  Secondly,  subsequent  to  this,  for  example,  trust  was  developed  when
recommendation for a particular service was made by a female relative: ‘I was never
comfortable to travel alone on public transport. About few months back I was to go at
a place where I could not drive. So me and my sister were contemplating as to what
to do?  We discussed this situation with a cousin who shared her positive experiences
of travelling through Careem. So we decided to go for it. We ordered Careem and
afterwards felt happy about our decision: it was both time and money efficient unlike
the local cab. The local cab drivers would always tell a higher fare to women, and try
to do small talk on the way. Careem was free of all these hassles.’ (R 1, professional)
Thirdly, the apps of these services have also helped in developing trust: ‘There is a
share tracker option in the app. With it, the family feels relaxed. What happens is I
activate my account on my brothers mobile. All the time I am travelling, my journey
appears in his mobile. With traditional cabs this was not an option’ (R 2, student)
The culture of  trust  was found to be working parallel  with the confidence  of  the
family in these services. The confidence of the family revolved around the Careem
and  Uber  drivers  as  different  from  the  local  taxi  drivers.  This  difference  was
articulated  in  two  contexts  (a)  personal  virtues  like  educational  status,  polite
demeanour,  and non-argumentative nature,   and (b) the degree of professionalism,
such as, time efficiency:  ‘The Careem drivers are educated. When you sit in the car,
you only need to say: ‘set the journey in the map’ and then the entire journey is spent
peacefully. They don’t talk unnecessarily as it happens with traditional cab drivers.’
(R 19, professional) 
Consequently,  women  empowerment  emerged  as  a  major  key  theme.  First,  the
respondents explained exercising control by making informed decisions in terms of
the choices made about the type of service and the kind of vehicle they wished to
travel in. Coupled with it was the degree of control over their money, which made
them feel  more  empowered: ‘I  have  used  both Uber and Careem.  One is  money
efficient and the other is time efficient. If I am to go for shopping, I choose Uber and
if I have time deadline, I prefer Careem. Now I am making independent decisions,
which makes me feel more confident.’ (R 13, professional)
Last, but not the least, the women empowerment appeared in the context of women’s
increased  mobility.  According  to  the  respondents,  their  families’  would  now feel
relaxed in letting them travel alone at distant locations from their own homes.
Overall, in the cities, where these services are functioning; a cultural acceptance for
women  travelling  by  themselves  is  created.  This  culture  of  trust  and  confidence,
yielding to the positive social implications, itself has created a demand for business
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platform in the Pakistani market. We will now elaborate this in the next section in the
context of economic implications of shared economy in Pakistan. 
4.2 Economic Implications: Self-entrepreneurship, Employment and the Social 

Location

Pakistan is a developing country in the South Asian region. With a population over
200 million, and the ever escalating unemployment, the platform business within the
local travel sector has offered huge opportunities for self-entrepreneurship: ‘I am an
educated man. I was unemployed. With Careem and Uber an opportunity for self-
employment came to me.’ (R23, Careem driver)
Thus,  the  unemployed  youth,  who  otherwise  would  experience  economic
marginalization, are brought forward by platform businesses as productive members
of the society. Their economic inclusion makes them socially inclusive as well. For
instance, they take pride in their work by describing themselves as someone who is
doing handsome earnings. Moreover, the inherent incentives offered to the captains’
offer a sense of satisfaction and work loyalty in this industry. In addition, the social
environment of Pakistan is constructed in a manner that it motivates them to remain
employed in this sector in particular.
In this research,  the gender  was found to be a starkly intertwined factor  with the
economic implications for these business platforms. The captains who were attached
to these platforms for more than two years articulated this: ‘Between 5:00pm to 6:00
pm, if you work as captain, you earn a lot. This is office closing time. Generally,
women are the clients, as they are seeking for safe journey.’ (R18, Careem driver) 
Another important pull described by the captains is the vast geographical  distance
within the city: ‘What happen is that certain areas are lucrative if we reach their
early morning. If I am at Bahria early in the morning, the passenger generally goes
to Blue Area, where all the offices are situated. From there, whoever goes out will ask
to take them to an office located in another part of the city. There is shortage of
supply before the office timings. So I always make my supply there’  (R20, Careem
driver)
Respondents  also  spoke  about  the  wider  employment  opportunities  in  platform
business.  Firstly,  those who do not have their own vehicle can also be employed:
‘Those people who are unemployed can go to Careem office to acquire the list of
people giving their cars to Careem. Once a mutual agreement between the car owner
and potential captain is settled, you are employed on a monthly salary.’ (R8, Careem
driver)
Secondly, the people who are  part  of platform business  in Pakistan are optimistic
about future possible economic opportunities through expansion in the base of ride-
hailing travel sector. According to few of the respondents, they envisage a demand for
travel  business  platform  from  the  customers  end.  This,  in  turn,  would  compel  a
continued  supply  of  hiring  more  captains  and  creating  more  employment
opportunities.
Thirdly, the expansion of business platform in Pakistan is explained by respondents in
the context of diversified businesses: ‘Careem is about to launch CareemFood and
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CareemPay in Pakistan. Both of these domains will work like JazzCash for example.
That is not earning through the core business ‘transport’. (R11, Careem driver)
As noted in these quotes, the existing business platforms are viewed as having a huge
potential in the Pakistani market. It is pertinent to mention that the economics alone is
not  the  sufficient  reason  for  illustrating  these  dynamics.  In  addition,  the  social
location emerged as a major key theme central  to the daily experiences  of people
associated with business platforms. Social location, in the context of this study was
described mainly at the end of business platform self-entrepreneurs. Their explanation
was rooted within their  experiences  of  heighted social  status,  education,  the class
affiliation of their clients, and the geographical location at which they felt privileged
to  work.  The  heightened  social  status  was  described  in  the  context  of  captains’
becoming part of the global service sector. They viewed themselves as ‘vendors’ and
not  as  local  cab  drivers,  who  according  to  them belonged  to  lower  strata  of  the
society, and mostly did not have their own vehicles: ‘You see we are not ordinary cab
drivers,  who  misbehave,  smoke  cigarettes  while  at  work.  We  are  professionals
working as ‘vendors’ in the international market.’ (R10, Careem driver)
Education  was  further  described  as  another  personal  trait  to  describe  their  social
status. The respondents, who were captains used their educated status to establish a
point of departure from the local taxi drivers: ‘I am educated, and so are the others,
who are working in this industry. Our way of talking on phone with the client or when
he/she is in the car is different from the local taxi driver, whose dressing, speech,
mannerism; everything is like an illiterate menial worker.’  (R11, Careem driver)
Another respondent also articulated this: ‘I am a computer technician. I wanted to buy
a new car. But the lease was high. It’s from there that the idea came to my mind that
working through apps would not be difficult, so let’s try Uber.’ (R19, Careem driver)
The personal circumstances coupled with education are the key factor in describing
their social  location as  distinct  and different from the local  taxi  drivers.  This was
further  articulated by respondents  in conjunction with the class affiliation of their
clients: ‘Our clients respect us. They are educated people. They also know that like
them we are also educated and this work is only to earn additional money.’  (R16,
Uber driver) 
4.3 Contradictions and Exclusions

Social and economic implications in the form of inclusionary practices were not the
only contexts in which respondents described their experiences of the shared economy
in  Pakistan.  Echoing  Frederic  et  al  (2009)  genuine  concern  of  the  information
technologies bringing challenges, the exclusionary impulses and the shifting realities,
were also voiced by the respondents in this study  [8, 23]. Contrast to the prestige,
social  status  and  economic  benefits  that  are  reflected  above,  the respondents  also
pointed certain contradictions. First, they showed concerns about  social acceptance
by the society. Back home in the villages from where they hailed to the cities, they
did not want  the word about  them working as  ‘captains’  to float:  ‘My immediate
family knows that I am an Uber captain. They feel proud to see my good earnings.
But we have not disclosed it to our relatives in the village. You see, they see me as a
relative doing office job which is my day-time work. If they find out about this Uber
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work, they would gossip. They would not understand that I  am part of the global
services sector and also a professional in this field.’ (R4, Uber driver)
Secondly, the contradictions were also expressed in relation to tampering with the
client  supportive  mechanisms.  One  such  mechanism  was  the  inherent  feature  of
giving stars to the captain, which also served the function of ensuring that the captain
would not misbehave. However what if he does so? An exception to the all-parsing
scenarios was: ‘As captains we depend upon stars to receive additional bonus. I know
drivers, who misbehaved, and their Uber contract got cancelled. But were on road
again as they registered with another SIM.’ (R7, Uber driver)
Exclusions turned out to be another key sub-theme. The marginalized populations,
such as the elderly, the illiterate and rural populations are found to be excluded: ‘My
elderly parents don’t know how to use mobile phone. They depend on me to book a
ride for them’ (R3, student)
‘I have been a taxi driver all my life. People say uncle go for Uber, you will earn
good. But I am illiterate and cannot use mobile phone.’ (R24, Local cab driver)
‘In cities, it’s fine to use Careem. But in my village, people would not accept for a
single girl to be sitting in a car with a stranger.’ (R13, professional)

5. Discussion and Conclusion

This study contributes to the emerging literature of sharing economy [24]. It explores
the interaction of different users group (producers and consumers) and examine the
impacts of sharing economy digital businesses at societal level [19, 29].
The  answer  to  the  first  question  –  “How  are  digital  ride-hailing  companies
transforming the existing social and economic structures? – lies particularly in the
context of changing the social and economic landscape of cities in Pakistan. The two
ride-hailing travel businesses that are part of sharing economy include Careem and
Uber. At the societal front, with the advent of these services, a cultural shift in the
form  of  allowing  young  women  to  travel  by  themselves  has  emerged.  This  has
become possible through the emergence of changing dynamics: culture of trust and
family confidence in business platforms has developed due to their inherent feature of
offering travel services that reduce harassment, availability at doorstep, and visibility
of  travel  vehicle  throughout  the  journey.  This  in  turn  has  resulted  in  the women
empowerment at two levels. First, the women in Pakistan are experiencing making
their  own  decisions  about  opting  for  a  particular  service.  Second,  the  women’s
mobility has increased as they are able to traverse multiple spaces in a day. However,
considering different incidents of harassment during travel reported in media both in
developed and developing countries, there is a dire need to the examine other side of
the coin. 
In addressing the second question – “How can sharing economy contribute in social
inclusion/exclusion in the society.” – We found there were a number of inclusionary
steps that  these  platform businesses  made possible  to  happen in Pakistan.  Firstly,
Pakistan has a huge issue of unemployed population. The ride-hailing service sector
has  offered  these  people  to  be  employed  either  full-time  or  part-time.  This  has
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converted them into productive members of the society. Thus, the innovations and
entrepreneurial  aspects of sharing economy are required to be explored further for
sustainable development [22, 45].
Secondly, the economic stability has given them social stability as well. They are able
to move in the society as a hardworking person, who is able to support himself and his
family  well.   There  are  a  number  of  challenges  as  well  such  as  the  key  fact  of
excluding  certain  marginalized  populations.  The elderly,  young girls  living  in  the
rural areas and illiterate people are unable to become part of this global service sector,
and therefore are at  the cross roads of being further  pushed to the periphery.  The
nascent  literature  highlights  some  experiences  where  platforms  may  promote
inequality  and unhealthy labour  conditions  [37].  Our findings also report  that  the
absence  of  regulations  and  control  mechanisms  may  lead  to  the  possibilities  of
inequality  in  the  society  [41].  The critics  of  sharing  economy call  it  as  a  rentier
capitalism promoting consumerism for wealthy people who possess the assets  [43].
With all these contradictions, exclusions and challenging encounters, the key point
still remains, that is shared economy digital platforms have become a pertinent and
prominent part of Pakistan’s economy and culture. The wheels of growth are spinning
in the travel industry of platform businesses. Now there is an increasing need to not
only focus on positive experiences, but also handling the negative consequences of it
in society. 
In  this  article,  we  try  to  bring  IS  scholars’  attention  toward  exploring  social,
organisational and technological dimensions of sharing economy business models and
digital platforms. It is a right time to shift the focus from economic benefits of sharing
economy to societal and organisational aspects  [28]. This initial level research also
identifies the need of  future research  on digital  platforms from other industries in
different research context. 
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